
 
Primary Homeschooling, Volume 2 

 
Main Themes 

● Responsibilities in the home. What are more ways we can work together as a family, 
dividing tasks so each person contributes to the joyful functioning of the home? 

● Caring and conversation – this is a special time to be together.  What are things we never 
knew about each other? Everyone can try to find out something new about a member of 
your family.  

● Teach each other skills.  
● Encourage independence. See how capable your children are! Even young children can 

participate in lunch, and your older primary child may be able to do this on their own 
every day (plus clean up).  

● Freedom within limits – remember that you are the parents, the captains of the ship. In 
order to implement these ideas and give your children freedom to work and create, they 
must be acting within the bounds of house rules (i.e. not running, yelling, or mistreating 
people or materials). When conflict or misbehavior arises, don’t be afraid to stop it, 
knowing that it is not purposeful. In stopping that behavior, you are keeping them on 
track toward focused learning.  

○ Use few words – “come sit here”, “please stop”, “I’m not available” 
○ Have your child sit by you (without interrupting, silently) until you sense they are 

calm and able to go back to their work 
○ Redirect their activity – either say “let’s put this away now”, or choose another 

work for them to do that is more simple, like cleaning something 
○ Give only 2 choices “would you like to straighten this shelf or would you like to 

write on a chalkboard?”  

* Have a box/drawer/folder for your child’s finished work.  This will keep them accountable and 
help stay organized.  Tell them their teacher will be checking in each week to see what’s in the 
folder.  
 
Siblings 

● You can ask your oldest child to begin each morning (or end it) by reading a book with 
everyone. This may help if you are having trouble getting your children to work or 
accepting your suggestions. Beginning each day with a book sets a structure that work 
time is starting, and also may inspire them with ideas. 

● Spread butcher block paper across the table, and invite everyone to contribute whenever 
they would like. The finished creation is a representation of your family’s day! 



● Give each child specific jobs in caring for the work space (sharpening pencils, cutting 
paper, restocking paper, cleaning the table, sweeping, straightening). This will help them 
have ownership over their home education experience.  

● If your younger children (YCC) are interrupting older ones, allow them to sit and 
observe. Show them how to do this with their hands in their laps.  

● Invite your primary child to help with a part of your elementary child’s project – 
coloring, gluing, cutting, etc. 

Art  
● Make your own clay, putty, or play dough (lots of recipes on-line!) 
● Show your child how to mix colors while painting, experimenting to see what other 

colors they can make. 
● Shadow art: Your child can put toys or shapes on a piece of paper in front of a sunny 

window and trace them. Then they can color in their design! 
● Acrylic paint marbling. https://nysci.org/tutorial-acrylic-paint-marbling 
● Stencils (like the metal insets at school) – Your child can trace around the shape and then 

carefully color them in 
● Tracing/rubbings of different objects in the house 

 
Grace and Courtesy 
 
Some ideas: “This is how we…” 

● Say “I don’t like that” (when conflicts arise between people) 
● Interrupt someone (stand and wait) 

 

Music and Movement 
 
Music 

● Explore the music of a certain country or continent from a map your child is studying 
● Your child can write the words to a song, and then compose music to go with it. Then put 

on a concert for the family! 
● Play clapping games. One child claps a rhythm and a sibling repeats it. Challenge each 

other to do longer and longer sequences. Older children can write these out for another to 
perform. For example “two fast clamps, one stop, three slow claps.” 

https://nysci.org/tutorial-acrylic-paint-marbling


Movement 

● Create obstacle courses for siblings. Older children can write out the course and 
challenge everyone to longer and longer courses! 

● Create a scavenger hunt for family or siblings 
● Duck Duck Goose 
● Musical Chairs 
● Drop the clothespin in the bottle 
● Set out objects in a line they must leap over 
● Hopscotch 
● Scavenger hunt 
● Simon Says 
● Hula hoop 

Sensorial 
This area is all about classification, ordering and sorting things in the environment by one 
characteristic.  Get creative with the objects in your home! 
 

● Find rough things in the house. Find smooth things in the house. If your child can write, 
they can label them or create a list of what they find. 

 
Geometry  

● Show your child how to make a list of all the geometric shapes they can find in the house.  
● Challenge your child to find 10 triangles in the house, or 3 pentagons, or 7 rectangles, etc. 

Botany 

● Observe and record the trees and plants outside – how are they changing daily as the 
weather gets warmer? 

● Take a walk and collect leaves you find on the ground. See how many leaf shapes your 
child can find. Look up the names of the shapes!  
 

Geography 

● Incorporate the news (in a gentle and non-frightening way) in their work with maps – 
Children will be hearing and seeing many pieces of information about what is going on in 
the world.  Point out the different countries, their sizes, how to get there, etc. 

● Make a matching game of matching up countries to their correct continents 
● Show your child how to make a book of animals native to a country/continent 



 
Language 
 
Read daily with your child!  Allow them time for daily reading and/or looking at books. 
 
3 and 4 year olds 

● Trace the letters (in cursive) in sand, shaving cream, finger paint, etc. 
● Make a sound game box of little objects and have them practice sounding out the 

phonetic sounds in the word, finding the beginning sound for each 
● Go on a hunt through house (books/labels/signs) for a certain letter 
● For Early Readers: 

○ Play the action game. Write an action word out on a piece of paper for your child 
to read and perform. For an extra challenge, add an adverb. For example, run 
slowly, dance gracefully dance, clap quickly.  

○ Write a label for an object in the room. Point out phonograms and let your child 
sound out the word and label. They can write their own labels, too! 

 
5 and 6 year olds  

● Find puzzle words in books and write them down on index cards. Use them as flashcards 
to learn. See how many puzzle words you can find in the home. 

● Find phonograms in books. Write them down and think of other words that have that 
phonogram them. Make lists or books with that specific phonogram. 

● Play the preposition game. Write down or tell your child a prepositional statement. For 
example, “place the cup on the table,” “place the cup under the table,” “Place the cup 
beside the table.” 

● Write letters to your family members far away 
● Make lists: items in the kitchen/living room/etc., all the books/games/pictures in your 

home, the shapes in their bedroom, the pets and family members, animals, food, candy, 
flowers, etc. 

● Make a book of recipes or “how-to” write-ups (i.e. write out the steps in baking bread or 
playing a favorite game, etc.) 

● Make your own set of phonogram or puzzle word cards 
● Decorate everything: Make every piece of work lovely – offer colored pencils and simple 

design ideas. Your child can draw borders of lines/shapes/vines/flowers/etc.  
● Dictation – you say a word and they write it 
● Punctuation – introduce a new punctuation mark and go on a hunt in books to find it or 

practice using it in sentences 



● Spelling – You can do this with words on cards (turn the card over, try to write it) or you 
can dictate (Note: Be gentle with this! Spelling comes naturally as your child learns to 
read more and more. This game is meant to be fun, and not a chore.) 

● Study different kinds of poems, haiku, limericks, write some of your own. 
 
Mathematics 
 
Make this as real and practical as possible – counting, adding, subtracting, dividing real items in 
the home.  Incorporate their help with groceries, using addition/subtraction. 
 
3-4 year olds 

● Make your own spindle box and change out the objects (This is a box with 10 containers 
in a row. The first has a 0 on it, and your child places no spindles here. The second has a 
1, and your child places 1 spindle. And so on until 9.) 

● Trace the numbers in shaving cream, sand, etc. 

5-6 year olds 
● You can talk about units of measurement when baking. For example, how many fourths 

of a cup would you need to make a whole? How many thirds of a cup? How many ounces 
are in a teaspoon? How many ounces are in a tablespoon. 

● You can also do fraction work when you cut fruit. You can cut an apple into halves, third, 
sixths, etc.  

● Make your own book of math equations – these can be all one operation or mixed up. 
Bind together and make it beautiful. 

● See how far you can count by 3s, 4s, 10s, etc. 
● Make your own finger charts and control charts for verifying your answers. 
● Make your own set of golden bead material/chains/stamp game/snake game. 
● See how fast you can go through your math facts. How many can you do in three 

minutes, five minutes, 10 minutes. 
● Make your own math facts using index cards. Quiz your siblings. 
● Telling time – print or draw clock faces, placing the hands at different times, write the 

time.  Make a “timeline” of your day – look at the clock and write/draw the time, then 
write/draw what you are doing. 

● Currency – match coins to their value, do addition/subtraction with them, trace and color  

 
 


